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Molecular Dynamics Study of the 13-cis form (bRs48) of Bacteriorhodopsin
and Its Photocycle
lIya Logunov, William Humphrey, Klaus Schulten, and Mordechai Sheves
Beckman Institute and Departments of Chemistry, Physics, and Biophysics, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign,
Urbana, Illinois 61801 USA
ABSTRACT The structure and the photocycle of bacteriorhodopsin (bR) containing l3-cis,lS-syn retinal, so-called bR548, has
been studied by means of molecular dynamics simulations performed on the complete protein. The simulated structure of bR548
was obtained through isomerization of in situ retinal around both its C13-C14 and its C1s-N bond starting from the simulated
structure of bR568 described previously, containing all-trans,lS-anti retinal. After a SO-ps equilibration, the resulting structure of
bR548 was examined by replacing retinal by analogues with modified f3-ionone rings and comparing with respective observations.
The photocycle of bR548 was simulated by inducing a rapid l3-cis, lS-anti ~ all-trans,lS-syn isomerization through a l-ps
application of a potential that destabilizes the l3-cis isomer. The simulation resulted in structures consistent with the J, K, and
L intermediates observed in the photocycle of bR548• The results offer an explanation of why an unprotonated retinal Schiff base
intermediate, Le., an M state, is not formed in the bR548 photocycle. The Schiff base nitrogen after photoisomerization of bR548
points to the intracellular rather than to the extracellular site. The simulations suggest also that leakage from the bR548 to the
bR568 cycle arises due to an initial l3-cis,lS-anti~ all-trans,1S-anti photoisomerization.
INTRODUCTION
Bacteriorhodopsin (bR) is a protein composed of seven
a-helices that spans the purple membrane of Halobacterium
halobium and that functions as a light-driven proton pump.
It is a member of the retinal protein family, which encom-
passes proteins with a retinal chromophore bound within the
protein interior via a protonated Schiff base linkage to a ly-
sine side chain. The retinal isomer composition in bR is 0.66
13-cis and 0.34 all-trans in the dark-adapted form of the
pigment (DA), a ratio that is altered in mutants of bRs48 and
in bacterial rhodopsins of other species. The two isomers
denoted bRs48 (13-cis) and bRs68 (all-trans) absorb at 548 and
568 nm, respectively. Retinal in the bRs68 pigment exists in
the all-trans,15-anti configuration, and in the bRs48 pigment
in the 13-cis,15-syn configuration as suggested first in Or-
landi and Schulten (1979) and observed in Harbison et aI.
(1984), Smith et a1. (1984), and Livnah and Sheves (1993).
Both the bRs68 and the bRs48 isomers undergo a characteristic
photocycle (see Fig. 1) initialized in both cases by a pho-
toisomerization involving rotation around the C13-C14 double
bond. However, proton pumping is restricted to the photo-
cycle of bRs68' The photocycle of bR548 does not involve a
vectorial proton translocation. The photocycle of native
bR548 leaks into the bRs68 form whereas the bRs68 photocycle
replenishes only the bRs68 form. As a result, under the in-
fluence of light, any mixture of bRs~Rs48 adopts to the
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bRS68 pigment, which is accordingly called the light-adapted
form (LA). For recent reviews, see Khorana (1988), Birge
(1990), Mathies et a1. (1991), Lanyi (1992), Oesterhelt et a1.
(1992), and Ebrey (1993).
Three main questions arise concerningb~ and its pho-
tocycle. What factors determine the ratio of the bRs68 and the
bRs48 forms? Why does the photocycle of bR548 not pump
protons and what does this fact tell us about the mechanism
of proton pumping in bacteriorhodopsin? By what pathway
is 15-syn retinal of bRs48 transformed to 15-anti retinal of
bRs68 during light adaptation? The availability of the struc-
ture of bacteriorhodopsin (bRS68) reported by Henderson
et a1. (1990) provides an opportunity to answer these ques-
tions. A promising approach is provided by molecular dy-
namics simulations based on this structure.
Unfortunately, the structure in Henderson et aI. (1990) is
of relatively low resolution (e.g., water bound in the protein
is not resolved) and also does not entail the interhelicalloops.
As a result, the loops needed to be added, the structure re-
fined, and water added before molecular dynamics simula-
tions could be carried out. In this paper, we extend previous
molecular dynamics simulations (Nonella et aI., 1991; Zhou
et aI., 1993; Humphrey et aI., 1994) that focused on bRs68 to
study the bR548 pigment and its photocycle. As a test of the
proposed bR548 structure obtained, we examine the replace-
ment of retinal by various analogues as well as investigate
the properties of the D85A mutant of bRs48' The results of
our simulations are compared with the relevant experimental
observations (Rath et aI., 1993; Ottolenghi and Sheves; 1989,
Steinberg et aI., 1991).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The original structure ofbR, as determined by Henderson et al. (1990) with
electron microscopy, resolved the membrane-spanning helical residues; the
interhelix loops had been added to this structure and equilibrated by mo-
lecular dynamics simulations in Nonella et al. (1991). The backbone atoms
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(1)Edrn, = k<j> [1 + cos(n<l> + 8)],
where <I> is the actual torsion angle, k<j> is an energy constant, n is the pe-
riodicity, and 8 is a phase shift. In the electronic ground state, n = 2 and
8 "" 180° are suitable parameters for the conjugated carbon chain of retinal.
This implies that each bond can assume either a trans or a cis configuration.
The isomerization all-trans,15-anti~ 13-cis,15-syn was induced by chang-
ing the torsional potential in Eq. 1 for the C13-CI4 and the C1s-N bond such
that the all-trans,15-anti configuration became unstable and the 13-cis,15-
syn stable. During this procedure the potentials adopted for the C13-C14 and
the C1s-N bond were
bond starting from the simulated model of bRs68 reported in Humphrey et al.
(1994) containing all-trans retinal. Isomerization around these bonds is ac-
complished through modification of the potential function governing the
respective dihedral angles. The potential used in X-PLOR is
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FIGURE 1 Photocycles of bacteriorhodopsin. Shown are the bRs68 and
bRs48 photocycles, as well as a possible connection between the two pho-
tocycles. Pathways that are not firmly established are shown as dotted lines.
of the resulting simulated model had a RMSD of 2.8 A from the electron
microscopy model structure. A first attempt to place water into bacterio-
rhodopsin had been made by Zhou et al. (1993). Significant improvements
of the simulated bRs68 structure, reported in Humphrey et al. (1994), resulted
from a refmement procedure that included an all-atom force field and hy-
drogen bonding forces as well as from a renewed attempt to place water
molecules inside bR. This refined bRs68 structure shows close agreement
with the Henderson structure (Henderson et aI., 1990), the root mean square
deviation (RMSD) for the Co backbone atoms of the membrane-spanning
part of bR measuring only 1.8 A. An explicit representation of all of the
hydrogen atoms has also been incorporated into the simulated structure. The
most important feature of the refined model is that it reproduces well the
interactions in the retinal binding site as observed through reconstitution of
bR with retinal analogues. This supports the assumption that structural de-
tails at a resolution in the I-A range are properly represented, but, of course,
there exists a large probability that the structure also contains major faults.
The refined model of bRs68 has been used as a starting point of our simu-
lations of bRs48.
The program X-PLOR (Brunger, 1988), with the CHARMm energy
function (Brooks et al., 1983) was used for all molecular dynamics simu-
lations reported here. All simulations used a cutoff distance of 8 A and a
dielectric constant of E = 1. All atoms, including hydrogens, are described
explicitly. We also use an explicit hydrogen-bonding term in the energy
function provided by X-PLOR/CHARMm. The parameters and charges
used in the simulations are, respectively, the parmallh3x.pro parameters
and the topallh6x.pro charges (Brooks et aI., 1983; Brunger, 1988), except
for retinal.
Equilibrium bond lengths, angles, and torsional angles assumed for the
retinal chromophore are those determined by recent x-ray crystallography
studies (Santasiero and James, 1990). The charges and force constants used
for the protonated Schiff base of retinal are those also used in Humphrey
et al. (1994).
The protonation states of titratable groups in bR are as given in the
standard X-PLOR amino acid topology files, except for Asp-96 and Asp-
115, which are assumed protonated according to the observations in Gerwert
et al. (1989) and Engelhard et al. (1990). As suggested previously (Bashford
& Gerwert, 1992; Zhou et aI., 1993), Arg-82 has been moved up to a position
facing toward the cytoplasmic side of the protein. In this position, Arg-82
is part of the Schiff base counterion complex. All simulations, except where
otherwise stated, were performed at 300 K.
respectively. These potentials have a maximum at the trans position <I> =
180° and a minimum at the cis position <I> = 0°. kt14 and k~·N were taken
to be 2.5 kcaVmole to ensure that the all-trans,15-anti ~ 13-cis,15-anti
transition occurs in a few picoseconds, i.e., rapidly, without, however, in-
creasing the temperature of retinal significantly. The maximum of the new
torsional potential is Em.. (LA ~ DA) = 5 kcaVmol. The procedure was
followed by equilibration at 300 K for 50 ps. The equilibrated retinal-protein
system was identified with bRs48 and served as the starting structure for the
study of the photocycle of bRs48.
Inducing the photoisomerization
The initial photoisomerization step of the photocycle of bRs48 was induced
by instantaneous change of the torsional potential (Eq. 1) for the C13-CI4
bond such that the 13-cis configuration became unstable and the respective
trans configuration stable. The potential used for this purpose was
(3)
This potential has a maximum at the 13-cis position <I> = 0° and a minimum
at the trans position <I> = 180°. For k~, a value of 22.5 kcal/mol had been
assumed such that the torsional potential at its maximum measures E -
(photo) = 45 kcaVmol, i.e., a value close to the energy of a 548-nm phot~;.
The reader should note that this value is much larger than the value of
Em.. = 5 kcaVmol(LA ~ DA) assumed for the transformation from Iight-
adapted to dark-adapted bR.
The primary reaction of the 13-cis photocycle is very fast. The time
needed to reach the intermediate J is only 1.2 ps (Zinth et aI., 1988). This
implies that the crossing between potential energy surfaces of the So and SI
states of the retinal chromophore occurs close to the maximum ofthe ground
state potential surface (Schulten and Tavan, 1978). It has been suggested that
retinal relaxes in ~2oo fs (Mathies et aI., 1991) to the excited state minimum
near the ground state isomerization barrier, with a torsion around the C13-C14
bond of _90°, then crosses to the ground state potential surface and com-
pletes the photoisomerization. In our simulations, this process was described
by the single potential surface (Eq. 3) that, hence, represents in its higher
energy range the excited state potential and, in its lower energy range, the
ground state potential. Photoisomerization of the C13-CI4 bond is achieved
by placing the initial 13-ds state at the maximum of the potential (Eq. 3).
Subsequent simulations then monitor the relaxation of retinal down the
potential surface (Eq. 3). The simulations account for inertial effects as well
as for the steric interactions that resist the isomerization enforced by the
potential (Eq. 3).
Corotation of the C14-C15 bond
Inducing the light - dark adaptation
The 13-cis,15-syn isomer of bacteriorhodopsin, i.e., ofbRs48, was simulated
through isomerization of in situ retinal around both its C13-CI4 and its CIs-N
We started the simulated photoisomerization from the 13-cis,15-syn retinal
configuration. Previous studies (Nonella et aI., 1991; Zhou et aI., 1993)
showed that concomitant rotations around the CI4-C1S bond can occur and
determine the geometry of retinal after the photoisomerization. Because
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little is known regarding the excited state torsional barrier for this bond, we
carried out simulations with different respective barriers. The potential de-
scribing the torsional angle of the C,.-C,s bond is
(4)
where the parameterkt IS is chosen according to the torsional energy barrier
desired. In one simulation, we chose a torsional barrier (of the CI.-CIS single
bond) of 2 kcaVmol to enable essentially free rotation around this bond in
the excited state such that both the 13-cis -> all-trans and the 13-cis -> 14-cis
isomerizations are feasible. In another simulation, we enforced a 13-cis,
15-syn -> 15-syn isomerization by assuming a barrier of 10 kcaVmol,
preventing rotation around the Ct.-CIS bond;
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FIGURE 2 Variation of the dihedral angles of the C\3-Ct• and CIs-N
bonds of retinal during simulation AI.
around the C13-C14 and C1s-N bonds are strongly correlated
with each other; i.e., the sum of the dihedral angles of the
C13-C14 and C1s-N bonds tends to be zero, corresponding to
a bicycle pedal motion (Warshel, 1976). Such motion had
been suggested for the transition from bRs68 to bRs48 in Or-
landi and Schulten (1979) on account of a quantum chemical
prediction of a low (22 kcal/mole) barrier.
The thermal isomerization described was followed by a
50-ps equilibration (simulation A2). The resulting structure,
corresponding to bRs48' is depicted in Figs. 3-5. Fig. 3 pro-
vides a view of the protein backbone, water, and retinal. The
Schiff base region of the proposed structure is shown in Fig.
4, along with a stereo view in Fig. 5. These figures show the
relative positions of active groups in the binding site, as well
as the suggested positions and orientations of water mol-
ecules in this region. Hydrogen bonds are shown as dashed
lines together with the associated distances from hydrogen to
hydrogen bond acceptor, to judge the strength of the respec-
tive bonds. The hydrogen bonds, near the Schiff base nitro-
gen, form a network involving five proximate and two distant
water molecules and protein residues Asp-85, Asp-212, Arg-
82, Tyr-185, and Tyr-57. The oxygens of Asp-85 are located
at an average distance of5.6 Aand 5.0Afrom the Schiff base
hydrogen, whereas both oxygens ofAsp-212 are at a distance
of -4.2A(Fig. 6 a). Two water molecules connect the Schiff
base NH to the carboxylate of Asp-85. Asp-212 is strongly
hydrogen bonded to Arg-82, Tyr-57 (through a water mol-
ecule), Tyr-185, and Trp-86 (not shown) and to a water mol-
ecule. The picture is similar to the binding site of the simu-
lated model of bRs68 (Humphrey et aI., 1994) in which Asp-
212 is hydrogen bonded to various protein residues in
contrast to Asp-85, which is connected only to Arg-82. Tyr-
57, besides being connected to Asp-212 through a water mol-
ecule, is connected as well to Asp-85 and Arg-82 through
other water molecules.
Fig. 6 presents some dynamical properties of the suggested
bRs48 model. Fig. 6 a shows the distances of the carboxylate
oxygens of residues Asp-85 and Asp-212 to the Schiff base
proton during the last 5 ps of equilibration. Asp-212 is seen
Sampling photoisomerlzatlon processes
In the present work we have addressed also the question of connectivity
between the cycles of bRs48 and bRs68' We have explored at which state of
the bRs48 cycle leakage to the bRs68 cycle might occur. To account for the
fact that the probability of leakage between the cycles is smaller than unity
we simulated photoisomerization processes for different (random) initial
velocities (starting from the same structure of bR~ to account for the
possibility that the photoisomerization of bRs48 might not always involve the
same geometrical transformation.
Simulated annealing for the L intermediate
An attempt has been made to simulate the L610 state of the bRs48 photocycle,
which is generated within 10 ns. Because such a long time scale is not easily
accessible for molecular dynamics simulations we resorted to the so-called
simulated annealing technique to model the L610 intermediate. Simulated
annealing constitutes a systematic technique that has both a solid theoretical
foundation (van Laarhoven and Aarts, 1987) and a broad range of successful
applications, in particular, in the area of biomolecular structure refinement
(Brunger, 1991). Our annealing procedure has encompassed the slow cool-
ing protocol consisting of two steps. First, starting at a temperature of 500
K the protein was cooled down to 300 K through coupling the protein motion
to a heat bath by means of the t-coupling method (friction coefficient = 0.1
fs- I) (Berendsen et al., 1984). Every 100 fs the temperature of the heat bath
was lowered by 10 K until a fmal temperature of 300 K was reached. The
same procedure was then repeated starting from 400 K. The resulting struc-
ture was finally equilibrated for 10 ps at 300 K.
Simulating retinal analogues
Retinal modifications were performed on the equilibrated structure of bRs48'
The modifications were accomplished with the PATCH facility of X-PLOR;
initial coordinates were assigned using the positions of replaced atoms and
using the HBUILD command to generate coordinates for explicitly added
hydrogens. For all simulations, including retinal analogues, we carried out
an energy minimization after the modifications, followed by 5 ps of equili-
bration and 5 ps of dynamics.
RESULTS
Construction of bR548
The refined simulated model of bRs68 reported in Humphrey
et al. (1994), containing all-trans retinal, was used as a start-
ing point. In simulation AI, the isomerization from all-
trans,15-anti to 13-cis,15-syn retinal was enforced as de-
scribed in Materials and Methods. Fig. 2 presents the dihedral
angles of the C13-CI4 and C1s-N bonds during the thermal
isomerization. It can be seen that the isomerization is com-
pleted after -2 ps. The results also show that the rotations
o 2 4 6
Time Ips
8
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FIGURE 3 Ribbon diagram of bRS48, including retinal and water mol-
ecules, generated with MOLSCRIPT (Kraulis, 1991). Helices C and D are
shown as thin lines to reveal the protein interior.
to remain rather immobile, with both oxygens maintaining a
distance of -4.2 A. Asp-85 exhibits larger fluctuations, but
its motion is still relatively small, with distance values of 4.6
and 5.6 A for the two oxygens. The relative immobility of
residues Asp-85 and Asp-212 provides a good indication of
the stability of retinal's counterion complex in the simulated
model.
Similar to the bRs68 model (Humphrey et aI., 1994), the
bRs48 model suggested here exhibits a distinctive twist of
retinal's backbone. The overall twist of 550 is a result of tor-
sions around retinal's single bonds. The largest twist of 300
is observed around the Cl2-C13 bond. Fig. 6 b presents the
fluctuations of the dihedral angles of the C6-~' C lO-Cl1' and
C l4-ClS bonds during the last 5 ps of simulation A2. It should
be noticed that fluctuations increase going toward the
l3-ionone ring. Fluctuations of the C l4-ClS torsion are very
small; this bond stays essentially planar. The C6-~ torsion
angle, which determines the rotation of the l3-ionone ring
relative to the retinal plane, is seen to fluctuate in a wide
range of angles, deviating up to 600 from the planar con-
formation, around an average value of 200 •
An interesting difference between bRs68 and bRs48
emerged in the vibrational spectra observed by Fourier trans-
FIGURE 4 View of the retinal binding site, showing positions of water
molecules, important residues, and distances of hydrogen bonds.
FIGURE 5 Stereo view of the retinal binding site.
form infrared (Roepe et aI., 1988), Fourier transform Raman
(Sawatzki et aI., 1990), and resonance Raman (Smith et al.,
1987; Noguchi et aI., 1990) spectroscopy. bRs48 exhibits
stronger intensities of the Cl4-H hydrogen-out-of-plane
modes than bRs68' This difference had been attributed to a
twist of the C l4-ClS bond in bRs48' Our results do not support
this explanation. The C l4-ClS bond is found to be planar.
However, we find a strong steric interaction between the
hydrogen on Cl4 and the two hydrogens on C. of the Lys-216
side chain (see Fig. 11).
Additional differences between bRs68 and bR548 have been
observed in solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
spectroscopy (Smith et aI., 1989). First, the chemical shifts
of 13Cl3 and 13ClS in the case of bRs68 is further upfield than
in the case of bRs48' Second, the opposite holds for 13Cw
which exhibits an upfield chemical shift for bRs48 relative to
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FIGURE 6 (a) Distances between oxygen atoms of Asp-85 and Asp-212
to the Schiff base proton. during the last 5 ps of simulation A2. (b) Dihedral
angles, designated by their respective bonds, of retinal during the last 5 ps
of simulation A2.
Simulation of the 08SA mutant
It was observed by resonance raman studies (Rath et aI.,
1993) that mutation ofAsp-85 to alanine significantly lowers
the C = N stretching frequency of the protonated Schiff base
in bR
s48 from 1642 cm- I to 1616 cm-I• This effect is ac-
companied by an unusually small deuterium effect (6 cm- I )
on the C = N stretching frequency. Both effects can be
attributed to weak hydrogen bonding to the Schiff base NH
group prevailing in this mutant of bRs48' It is currently be-
lieved that the C = N stretching frequency is significantly
controlled by its coupling with NIH bending, and a weak
hydrogen bonding to NH will induce a lower C = N stretch-
ing frequency (Aton et aI., 1980; Kakitani et aI., 1983; Baa-
sov et aI., 1987). In native bR, the C = N stretching fre-
quency of both trans and 13-cis isomers is similar, pointing
to a similar environment of the N-H bond. However, the
resonance raman experiment suggests quite a different en-
vironment in D85A mutants of these isomers.
Simulation B1 modeled the effect of an Asp-85 - Ala
mutation. Residue modification was followed by a lOops
equilibration of the protein. A detailed picture of the mutant
active site is given in Fig. 7. A comparison of Figs. 4 and 7
reveals considerable changes in the active site of the D85A
mutant as compared with native bR548• Structural changes not
only involve the nearest neighbors of Ala-85 but also extend
over the whole binding site. The hydrogen-bonding network
within the active site is completely modified. It is suggested
that the hydrophilic groups surrounding the binding site are
no longer bridged together to form an integrated counterion
complex of the Schiff base; instead, the hydrogen-bonding
network of the mutant consists of a few water molecules that,
together with Asp-212, form an isolated hydrogen-bonding
cluster. The mutation affects the protein backbone as well.
The backbone of helix G is found to be distorted from a
standard a-helical configuration, with the carbonyl of Asp-
212 lacking the usual hydrogen-bonding pattern within the
helix. This carbonyl is hydrogen bonded to water molecule
W5, which breaks the standard hydrogen bond between the
CO group of Asp-212 and the NH group of Lys-216. The
most distinctive feature of the simulated D85A mutant model
is that there is a very weak hydrogen bonding of the Schiff
base NH group to a water molecule. This hydrogen bonding
Examination of the structure of bR548
Various experimental data concerning the spectral properties
of bR reconstituted with different 13-cis-retinal analogues
are available (Sheves et aI., 1984). In addition, in several
artificial pigments (Steinberg et aI., 1991) as well as in some
mutants ofbR, the ratio of all-trans,15-anti and 13-cis,15-syn
retinal in light-adapted and dark-adapted bR has been de-
termined. These observations can be used to check the va-
lidity of the suggested bRs68 and bRs48 structures.
tween CI4H and the C}lz of Lys-216, thereby reducing the
upfield shift effect observed in the 13C14 NMR spectrum.
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bRS68' The first difference has been explained by a stronger
interaction between the Schiff base and the associated coun-
terions. This explanation is corroborated by our simulations
presented here and in Humphrey et aI., (1994), which suggest
that in bR548 the carboxylate moieties of Asp-85 and Asp-212
are closer by -1 Ato the Schiffbase as compared with bRs68'
Studies with model compounds indicated as well that stron-
ger electrostatic interactions between the positively charged
Schiff base linkage and its counterion induces downfield
shifts in the 13C13 NMR (Albeck et aI., 1992). It had been
suggested that the second difference results from steric in-
teractions between CI4H and the C}lz of Lys-216. This ex-
planation is also in harmony with our results reported here
and in Humphrey et a1. (1994) in that we find forb~ a close
proximity (2.8 A) between CI4 and CEo The upfield shift that
was measured by 13C14 NMR is much stronger than that ob-
served in model compounds (Livnah and Sheves, 1993). This
difference can originate from a twist around the CI4-CIS bond
that the 13-cis,15-syn retinal protonated Schiff base expe-
riences in solution but that is prevented in the protein. A twist
around the C14-CIS bond should weaken the interaction be-
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FIGURE 7 Retinal binding site for the D85A mutant.
is weaker than that observed in the model of bR548 and pro-
vides an explanation for the low C=N stretching frequency
and the small deuterium effect observed in the resonance
raman studies of bR548 mutant D85A. Simulations of the
D85A mutant of bRs68 (not shown) indicate only minor
changes in the hydrogen bonding strength of water molecule
to the NH moiety for the mutant, in keeping with the
resonance raman results that show a moderate shift in the
C=N stretching frequency from 1642 cm- 1 to 1630 cm-1
(Rath et aI., 1993).
Retinal analogues simulations
Experiments with modified retinal chromophores have
proven to be a powerful tool for obtaining information on the
steric interactions of retinal with the surrounding protein en-
vironment (for review see Ottolenghi and Sheves, 1989). In
the present study we focus on the retinal {3-ionone ring modi-
fications, which provide clues for orientation and location of
the retinal ring within the binding site. Fig. 8 presents the four
retinal analogues considered. Studies of artificial pigments
derived from the retinal analogues reveal that introduction of
bulky substituents at the ring C4 position blue-shifted the
absorption maximum of both trans and l3-cis isomers of
bacteriorhodopsin considerably (Sheves et aI., 1984; Stein-
berg et aI., 1991). In contrast, a methyl substitution at the Cz
position do not cause any significant change in the absorption
maximum (Sheves and Friedman, unpublished results).
Simulations of the artificial pigments derived from the ana-
logues depicted in Fig. 8 and comparison with the spectral
shifts observed for the respective pigments should provide a
FIGURE 8 Retinal analogues investigated: (a) 4-dimethylamino ana-
logue and numbering scheme of retinal atoms; (b) 4-methyl analogue;
(c) 2-methyl analogue; and (d) cleaved-ring analogue.
measure of the consistency and accuracy of the simulated
bRs48 model suggested here. Results of these simulations are
given in Fig. 9.
4-Dimethylamino modification
Simulations C1A and C1B were carried out to determine the
effect of substitution of the retinal C4 position with a di-
methylamino group (Fig. 8 a) and resulted in two structures,
bRclA and bRclB' The two structures arise as the C4 position
has two hydrogen atoms and, thus, there are two possibilities
for attachment that are inequivalent as a result of the protein
chiral discrimination. We define the plane of retinal facing
toward the extracellular side as a and that facing to the cy-
toplasmic side as {3. bRclA corresponds to the retinal ana-
logue substituted at the a-position and bRclB to substitution
at the {3-position.
Fig. 9 a summarizes the results of the simulations of bRclA
and bRclB' Shown in this figure are the torsional angles of
bonds along the retinal backbone. For the native pigment,
retinal is in a l3-cis,15-syn configuration, with the C6-~'
CS-C9, ClO-Cw and Cn,Cn bonds slightly twisted, giving rise
to the corkscrew configuration of retinal in the simulated
bRs48 model discussed above. The changes of retinal's con-
formation in going from bRs48 to bRclA are quite noticeable.
Substitution of the C4 a-position by a dimethylamino group
leads to a considerable twist of 20° around the Cn-C14 double
bond (rotation barrier, 20 kcal/mol) and around the C14-C1S
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4-Methyl modification
Simulations C2A and C2B modeled the effect of methyl
group substitutions at the C4 position of retinal (Fig. 8 b) and
resulted in the simulated structures b~ and bRC2B. At-
tachment at the a-position corresponds to bRC2A, attachment
at the f3-position corresponds to bRC2B. The results of the
simulations are summarized in Fig. 9 b. In the case ofb~,
the system stays very close to the bR54s conformation. Slight
rotations around different bonds essentially compensate each
other, leaving the overall geometry and orientation of retinal
virtually unchanged. The retinal geometry and orientation in
the case of bRc2B are quite different from that in bR548• The
CS-C9 bond rotates by 45° from the original conformation,
developing the twist with absolute value of 30°. The C12-C13
bond develops an even larger twist of 50°. It is suggested that
these major rotations around two single bonds lead to a reti-
nal conformation that is noticeably more twisted as compared
with the native chromophore.
Experimental studies with artificial pigments revealed
that substitution of a methyl group at the C4 position resulted
in two pigments, which absorbed at 550 and 460 nm
(Ottolenghi and Sheves, 1989). A possible explanation for
the two observed pigments is that each pigment consists of
a different enantiomer. The fact that b~B contains very
large rotations about retinal's single bonds, particularly
about the CS-C9 and C12-C13 bond, suggests that the respective
enantiomer corresponds to the strongly blue-shifted 460-nm
peak. The simulated b~A model shows very little confor-
mational change from the native pigment model and suggests
that the corresponding enantiomer produces the 550-nm
peak. The close proximity ofTrp-138 to the a-position ofthe
C4 (3.4 A from the CSI atom of Trp-138 to the a-hydrogen
The C4 positions of retinal are achiral; however, after in-
corporation into the protein binding site, the two enantiomers
are different, and chiral discrimination by the protein is pos-
sible. Thus, in general, substitution at the C4 position should
result in two different enantiomers that one, indeed, often
observed through two spectral maxima of the reconstituted
bR (Ottolenghi and Sheves, 1989). When a single spectral
maximum is observed, one expects only one enantiomer to
reconstitute. When bR is reconstituted with 13-cis,15-syn
retinal with a dimethylamino group at the C4 position, a
single pigment absorbing at 460 nm is observed (Sheves
et aI., 1984). We suggest that this absorption corresponds to
the simulated bRclB pigment. The large degree of the retinal
twist caused by the f3-position substitution could explain the
blue-shifted 460-nm peak. The considerable twist of the
double bonds and overall shift of the retinal molecule ob-
served for bRc1A indicates that binding of the dimethylamino
group to the a-position requires a conformational change, too
large to allow this retinal analogue to reconstitute with bac-
teriorhodopsin. The proximity of Trp-138 prevents attach-
ment of the bulky dimethylamino group to the a-position, but
this group can be accommodated at the f3-position at the price
of some twists in retinal.
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FIGURE 9 Comparison of dihedral angles along retinal's backbone for
the retinal analogues shown in Fig. 8: (a) 4-dimethylamino analogue; (b)
4-methyl analogue; (c) 2-methyl analogue; and (d) cleaved-ring analogue.
single bond (rotation barrier, 10 kcallmol); moreover, the
simulations suggest that retinal as a whole is shifted by 2 A
in the direction of the Lys-216 backbone. In the case of
bRCtB' the resulting conformation shows some change rela-
tive to bR54s, but the changes are not as dramatic as in the
case of bRC1A" The main difference between the bR548 model
and bRClB are in the CS-C9 and C12,C13 torsional angles. The
rotation around the CS-C9 bond measures -25°, and the ro-
tation around the C12-C13 bond measures -40°. Both rota-
tions are approximately 10° larger than those seen in the
simulated bR548•
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FIGURE 10 Variation of the dihedral angles of the CIl-C'4' CI.,CIS ' and
CIs,N bonds of retinal during simulation 01 (a) and 02 (b). A torsional
barrier of 10 kcallmol for the C1.-CIS bond has been chosen in simulations
01 and 03. A torsional barrier of 2 kcallmol for the C14-C1S bond has been
chosen in simulation 02. Simulations 01 and 02 have been carried out at
300 K; simulation 03 has been carried out at 77 K.
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lation 01. One observes that the whole isomerization process
can be divided into two stages. During the first stage, which
lasts -0.6 ps, retinal isomerizes around the C13-C14 bond by
-150°. The simulated bR structure produced after 0.6 ps of
the photoisomerization is ascribed to a J intermediate. The
strain in the binding site of retinal, caused by the photo-
isomerization, is further relaxed during the next picosecond
of the molecular dynamics simulations when retinal rotates
Simulation of the bR548 photocycle
Primary photoisomerization
We simulated the initial photoisomerization step of the bR548
photocycle by instantaneously changing the torsional poten-
tial of the C13-C14 bond as described in Materials and Meth-
ods. We carried out three simulations, simulations 01 and 03
with a torsional barrier of 10 kcallmol for the C 14-C1S single
bond and simulation 02 with a barrier of 2 kcaVmol for this
bond. All simulations were started from the 13-cis,15-syn
configuration of retinal and lasted 1 ps. The resulting simu-
lated structures were both equilibrated for 10 ps using the
torsional potentials for retinal in the ground state. Simula-
tions 01 and 02 were carried out at 300 K, whereas simu-
lation 03 was carried out at 77 K.
Fig. 10 a presents the time dependence of the dihedral
angles of the C13-C14' C14-C1S' and C1s-N bonds during simu-
Ring cleavage modification
Simulations were carried out to model the effect of cleaving
the ring between the 3- and 4-carbons and between the 1- and
6-carbons, resulting in structure bRC4 shown in Fig. 8 d. The
resulting dihedral angles of retinal's backbone are summa-
rized in Fig. 9 d. The retinal chromophore, in the caseofb~,
is found to be essentially unaltered as compared with the
simulated native pigment. It is suggested that slight rotations
around different single bonds induced by the ring cleavage
counterbalance each other. The overall retinal shape stays
practically unchanged. Results of our simulations are in
keeping with a slightly blue-shifted absorption maximum of
535 nm observed for the pigment.
of C4) could account for this effect, namely, that substitution
at the a-position results in a steric hindrance that causes a
twist in retinal, whereas substitution at the l3-position does
not lead to strong steric interactions.
2-Methyl modification
Methyl group substitutions at the C2 position of retinal re-
sulted in the simulated models bRC3A and bRC3B (Fig. 8 c).
As for the previous analogues, bRC3A corresponds to an at-
tachment at the a-position and bRoB to an attachment at the
l3-position. Fig. 9 c summarizes the results of the respective
simulations. No significant changes in the dihedral angles of
retinal's backbone are found in this case, which is consistent
with the observation that the spectra are not affected in these
analogues. bRC3B, in particular, has a retinal conformation
essentially identical with that of the simulated bRs48 model.
In the case of bRC3A, the only significant change is an ad-
ditional rotation of the Cl2-C13 single bond by 27° relative to
its twist in the native pigment. However, it is proposed that
this additional twist is offset by smaller rotations around the
C6-<;, Cg-C9, and CIO-Cn single bonds in the opposite di-
rection. Thus, the overall retinal conformation in the case of
bRC3A also stays close to that of bR548•
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FIGURE 12 Comparison of dihedral angles along retinal's backbone for
the intermediates shown in Fig. 11.
mum, however, is more red-shifted than the spectrum of the
in initial bR548, a property that can be attributed to the larger
separation between the protonated Schiff base and the nega-
tively charged Asp-85 and Asp-212 residues (see Fig. 11).
The torsional angles given in Fig. 12 indicate that Ks90 in the
vicinity of the bonds C6-C9 and C12-C13 is considerably less
planar than b~; this result is consistent with the observa-
tion of strong hydrogen-out-of-plane bands for Ks90 (in a
13-cis photocycle of an artificial pigment derived from a
13-demethylretinal) as reported in Noguchi et aI. (1990).
FIGURE 11 Intermediates of the B·ds photocycle. Shown are the retinal
molecule bound to a lysine side chain, three aspartic acids that play an
important role in the photocycle, and the water molecules at the binding site.
K590 intermediate
Our simulations suggest (Fig. 10) that, in ~1.2 ps after pho-
toisomerization, retinal's dihedral angles assume essentially
stationary values corresponding to an intermediate with a
retinal all-trans,15-syn geometry that is stable on the time
scale (20 ps) ofthe simulation. We identify this state with the
Ks90 intermediate that is observed experimentally within 3 ps
after light absorption (Zinth et aI., 1988). The proposed
model of the intermediate is presented in Fig. 11. The Schiff
base NH group points to the cytoplasmic side and engages
in hydrogen bonding with a nearby water. Figs. 11 and 12
show that the backbone of retinal in the Ks90 state is tor-
sionally more relaxed than the J intermediate. The suggested
geometry is consistent with the blue shift of the spectrum of
Ks90 with respect to the spectrum of J. The absorption maxi-
J intermediate
The simulated structure obtained after 0.6 ps of the photo-
isomerization process is defined here as that of the J inter-
mediate. In our simulations this intermediate is unstable and
converts to a new intermediate (see below) as a result of
torsions of retinal's double bonds and a lack of hydrogen
bonding stabilizing the momentary position of the protonated
Schiff base, structural features that can be discerned from
Fig. 11. The dihedral angles of retinal's backbone in the
simulated model are shown in Fig. 12. This figure suggests
that the C13-C14 bond is twisted by 25
0 and the C15-N bond
is twisted by 450 ; these strong torsions explain the lack of
stability as well as the resonance raman spectra that suggest
that the retinal chromophore is twisted (Noguchi et aI., 1990).
by another 300 around the C13-C14 bond. The simulated struc-
ture obtained after this relaxation is assigned to a Ks90 in-
termediate. In this model the retinal protonated Schiff base
proton points up towards the cytoplasmic side of a mem-
brane, with the Schiff base hydrogen forming a hydrogen
bond with a water molecule on the cytoplasmic site of the
Schiff base linkage. The occurrence of two different kinetics
for the dihedral dynamics in our simulations appears in
agreement with the observation ofan early J intermediate and
a later K intermediate in a 13-cis cycle (Zinth et aI., 1988).
Fig. 10 b presents the time dependence of the dihedral
angles for simulation D2. No essential difference is observed
between the simulations Dl and D2 for the behavior of the
dihedral angles of the C13-C14> C14-C15, and C15-N bonds.
Even though the rotation around the C14-C15 bond in the case
of simulation D2 has only a 2 kcallmol barrier, no corotation
around this bond is observed. Apparently, the corotation is
prevented through steric hindrances due to the syn configu-
ration of the C15-N bond. This behavior is distinctly different
from that found in the simulated bR568 photocycle in which
a corotation around the C14-C15 bond is possible and arises,
in fact, in the case of low respective barriers (Nonnela et aI.,
1991; Zhou et aI., 1993; unpublished results).
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L610 intermediate
Application of the annealing scheme described in Materials
and Methods leads to convergence to a third structure that is
presented in Figs. 11 and 12. Assuming that the annealing
scheme effectively bridges a longer time scale, we interpret
this structure as the L610 intermediate that is observed to form
within 5 ns after light absorption. The dihedral angles pro-
posed by our simulations for L610 in Fig. 12 show that the
retinal chromophore at the L610 stage is essentially planar, a
feature that contributes to a red-shifted spectrum relative to
the spectrum of Ks90' We note that the spectrum of this late
nanosecond intermediate of the bR548 cycle is significantly
red-shifted relative to the spectrum of the late microsecond
intermediate of the bRs68 photocycle, i.e., of Lsso' In addition
to the larger torsions observed in the molecular dynamics
simulations of the Lsso structure (unpublished results), the
main difference between the two intermediates is the direc-
tion in which the N-H bond points. In L610 of the bR548 pho-
tocycle, the N-H bond points to the cytoplasmic side, which
results in a larger distance between the protonated Schiffbase
and Asp-85 and Asp-212. Our results suggest that this large
distance is the major cause for the red shift in L61O•
Fig. 11 shows clearly that the simulated L610 intermediate
features a protonated Schiff base with its proton pointing
towards the cytoplasmic side, participating in a hydrogen
bond network on this side, and not engaging in any hydrogen
bonding to Asp-85 or Asp-212. This result provides an ex-
planation for the fact that an unprotonated intermediate, Le.,
an M intermediate, is not formed in the bRs48 photocycle;
instead of passing through an unprotonated intermediate, the
bR548 cycle decays back from L610 to bRs48 with a halftime
of 40 ms (Kalisky et al., 1977; Hofrichter et al., 1989). We
note that an M intermediate was observed in the photocycle
of bRs48 measured at pH values higher than 9 (Drachev et aL,
1993) and in an artificial pigment derived from 13-
demethyl,14-F retinal (Steinberg et al., submitted for pub-
lication). It is possible that both cases induce a different
isomerization or have different proton transfer pathways.
Low temperature isomerization
Many experimental studies of the bRs48 photocycle were con-
ducted at low temperatures (Iwasa et aI., 1981; Roepe et aI.,
1988; Balashov et al., 1991). We have carried out, therefore,
a simulation of the bRs48 photoisomerization at T = 77K. The
resulting motion of the dihedral angles during the first 2 ps
of the photocycle are presented in Fig. 10 c. Similar to the
cycle at T = 300 K, the dihedral angle of the C13-C14 bond
rotates by 1400 within ~0.5 ps. However, the remaining ro-
tation of this bond by 400 requires -1.5 ps, which is no-
ticeably slower than the relaxation of this angle in the T =
300 K case. As kinetics of the J to K transition is temperature
dependent, this transition appears to be thermally activated.
Formation of the J intermediate is observed to be temperature
independent and can be considered as a purely photochemi-
cal process.
Leakage from 13-cis to the trans cycle
Bacteriorhodopsin in the dark is found to form a mixture of
bRs68 and bRs48 in a 1:2 ratio. After exposure to light, bR is
found only in the bRs68 state. This conversion has been at-
tributed to a leakage from the bRs48 cycle to the bRs68 cycle,
every absorption of a photon by bRs48 leads with approxi-
mately 10% probability to bRs68 (Korenstein and Hess,
1977). A number of pathways had been proposed for the light
adaptation, with various steps of the 13-cis photocycle as
possible branching points (Sperling et al., 1977; Kalisky
et al., 1977; Sperling et aI., 1979; Iwasa et al., 1981; Varo
and Bryl, 1988; Bryl et al., 1992). It is conventionally as-
sumed that the leakage occurs during the post-K stages of the
bRs48 cycle through a 15-syn ~ 15-anti isomerization lead-
ing directly to bRs68' Here we investigate another leakage
pathway that involves a 13-cis,15-syn ~ all-trans,15-anti
photoisomerization. For this purpose we lowered, by a small
margin, namely 2.5 kcallmol, the isomerization barrier of the
C1s-N bond as described in Materials and Methods. Sampling
10 photoisomerization processes (see Materials and Meth-
ods), we found that in 7 cases an isomerization to the J and
K states occurs as described above, but in 3 cases a 13-
cis,15-syn~ all-trans,15-anti isomerization took place. The
time evolution of the dihedral angles for 3 sample cases is
presented in Fig. 13, in which case c corresponds to a leakage
reaction. These findings suggest the possibility that light ad-
aptation of bR involves a 13-cis,15-syn ~ all-trans,15-anti
photoisomerization. It is interesting to observe in Fig. 13 c
that the rotation around the C1s-N bond occurs essentially
after the rotation around the C13-CI4 bond is nearly com-
pleted. We note that similar simulations that were carried out
for the all-trans photocycle did not lead to coisomerization
of the C=N bond.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Before the present investigation was undertaken, the retinal
isomeric state of bRs48 was already well known, namely,
13-cis,15-syn (Harbison et aL, 1984; Smith et al., 1984;
Livnah and Sheves, 1993). One expected that this retinal
isomer would fit well into the binding site. However, the
detailed conformation of retinal in bRs48 and its effect on the
counterion complex were uncertain. The photocycle of bR548
had been studied as well, but it was not understood why bRs48
does not pump protons. Our simulations allowed us to ad-
dress these issues. Below we discuss first the properties of
the structure of bRs48 and then its photocycle.
Structure of bR548
Bacteriorhodopsin in the bRs68 state in the dark converts
within -30 min to the bRs48 state, assuming a 1:2 equilibrium
between the bRs68 and the bR548 forms (Ohno et aL, 1977).
This contrasts with the behavior of retinal in solution in
which a trans configuration is more stable (Sheves and
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FIGURE 13 Variation of the dihedral angles of the C13-C" and C1s-N
bonds of retinal during three sample cases of the photoisomerization
process.
Photocycle of bR548
The key finding of our simulations is that the photocycle of
bRs4S leads to an L610 intermediate for which the Schiff base
proton points towards the cytoplasmic side and loses contact
with Asp-85, the normal proton acceptor. An intact hydrogen
bonding network between the Schiff base proton and Asp-85
has been found for the simulated Lsso intermediate of the
bRs68 photocycle, which allows proton transfer from the
Schiff base to Asp-85 (unpublished results). However, our
simulations suggest that such a network does not exist for the
L610 intermediate after photoisomerization of bR54S• This
could explain why the photocycle of bRs4S lacks an M
intermediate.
The simulations of the isomerization process also shed
light on the question of how the photocycle ofbRs4S leaks into
the photocycle of bRs68' which requires a rotation around the
CIs-N bond. It is observed that, after light absorption, -10%
of the isomerized bRs4S experiences an isomerization around
two bonds producing the all-trans,15-syn isomer. The ques-
tion arises as to how this conversion is realized. Some ex-
The spectral (NMR, vibrational, electronic) differences
between bRs68 and bR54S have been mainly ascribed to the
twist of the C14-CIS bond (Smith et aI., 1987, 1989; Roepe
et aI., 1988; Sawatzki et aI., 1990; Noguchi et aI., 1990).
However, our simulations suggest another explanation. A
torsion around the CI4-CIS bond does not arise; rather, the
simulations suggest that the differences between bRs68 and
bRs4S are the result of the distance between the protonated
Schiff base linkage and Asp-85 and Asp-212 as well as the
result of different steric interactions between CI4-H and
C.-Hz of Lys-216. The simulations also relate successfully to
the outcomes of experiments in which bacteriorhodopsin
is reconstituted with various analogues of 13-cis retinal
(Ottolenghi and Sheves, 1989). We conclude from this that
the binding site ofthe ring moiety, possibly also a larger part
of the site, is reproduced in our simulations with an accuracy
of -1 A.
A particularly promising source of information on the
properties of dark-adapted bacteriorhodopsin are artificial
pigments, mutants, and different wildlife forms (Mukohata
et aI., 1991) that show vastly different ratios of all-trans and
13-cis retinal after dark adaptation. As a ftrst step to study
such effects, we have investigated the D85A mutant. Reso-
nance raman measurements of the C=N stretching fre-
quency of this mutant indicate a weakened, relative to bRs4S'
hydrogen bonding of the Schiff base linkage. This is cor-
roborated by the results reported here; as shown in Fig. 7, the
mutation changes the hydrogen bonding pattern of the coun-
terion complex such that bonding to the Schiff proton of
water molecules becomes very weak. In the case of bRs68 the
mutant does not show such a large effect either in the ob-
servations or in the simulations. These results further support
the suggestion that the Schiff base hydrogen in bRs68 and
bRs4S is not hydrogen bonded directly to Asp-85 or Asp-212
but, rather, through water molecules.
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Baasov, 1984). Obviously, the retinal binding site ofbR sta-
bilizes the 13-cis,15-syn geometry of bRs4S' The observed
stabilization appears to be consistent with the simulated
model of bRs4S presented in Figs. 4 and 5. The simulations
suggest that for b~ the distances between the Schiff base
hydrogen and the most proximate oxygens of Asp-85 and
Asp-212 are -4.6 and 4.2 A, respectively, whereas in the
simulated model of bR568 these distances were suggested to
be 5.5 and 4.5 A (Humphrey et aI., 1994). The difference
suggests that the spectrum of bRs68 is shifted to the blue upon
transformation to bRs4s'
(a)
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perimental data indicate that conversion from the bRs48 to
bRs68 photocycle occurs early in the excited state (Korenstein
and Hess, 1977; Varo and Bryl, 1988; Balashov et aI., 1988;
Gergely et aI., 1994). Our simulations support the notion that
the branching pathway is a 13-cis,15-syn~ all-trans,15-anti
isomerization during the initial photoreaction of bRs48' A
possibility of a similar photoisomerization around two
double bonds induced by a single photon absorption had been
suggested earlier (Warshel, 1976) and has recently been
demonstrated experimentally in visual pigment isomeriza-
tion (Zhu and Liu, 1993).
We like to stress that the present theoretical treatment of
bR is mainly lacking the quantitative quantum chemical de-
scription of the ground and excited state potential surfaces of
retinal. We consider simulations that combine the required
quantum chemical calculations with a molecular dynamics
description as the most important issue for future study.
These types of calculations would dramatically improve all
facets of the modeling presented in this paper. It is believed
(Balashov et aI., 1993) that the dark adaptation process in bR
occurs via corotation around the C13-C14 and the C1s-N bonds
and is catalyzed via protonation of the Asp-85 residue. Only
rigorous quantum chemical calculations in which charges of
various protein groups are explicitly included in the elec-
tronic Hamiltonian of retinal can be expected to describe
reasonably well such phenomena. The same holds for mod-
eling the photoisomerization process, in which case the
charged side groups near retinal are expected to govern ex-
cited state processes (Kobayashi et aI., 1990; Song et aI.,
1993). Obviously, one wishes to predict quantitatively the
spectra of in situ retinal for bRs68' bRs48' mutants, and pho-
tocycle intermediates. By combining molecular dynamics
and semi-empirical quantum techniques, some attempts have
already been made to describe spectra and photodynamics of
in situ retinal (Warshel et aI., 1991). The ultimate goal, how-
ever, is a combination of ab initio quantum chemistry and
molecular dynamics to reproduce consistently and quanti-
tatively observed spectra, spectral widths, and dielectric re-
laxation times. Quantitative agreement between calculated
and observed electronic spectra could provide a convenient
means to prove the validity of models for the intermediates
in bR photocycles.
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